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ScienceDirect
Charles Darwin died in 1882. During the twentieth century
his reputation varied through time, as the scientific foun-
dation of evolutionary theory changed. Beginning the
century as an intellectual hero, he soon became a virtual
footnote as experimental approaches to evolution began
to develop. As the Modern Synthesis developed his repu-
tation began to rise again until eventually he was identi-
fied as a founding father of the Modern Synthesis itself. In
the meantime, developmental approaches to evolution
began to challenge certain aspects of the Modern Syn-
thesis. Synthesis authors attempted to refute the rele-
vance of development by methodological arguments,
some of them indirectly credited to Darwin. By the end
of the century, molecular genetics had given new life to
development approaches to evolution, now called evo
devo. This must be seen as a refutation of the aforesaid
methodological arguments of the Modern Synthesis
advocates. By the way, we can also see now how the
historiography that credited Darwin with the Synthesis
was in error. In conclusion, one more historical revision is
suggested.

Introduction
Charles Darwin’s reputation in the scientific community has
changed in interesting ways since his death in 1882. The
reputation of Darwin’s core doctrine of descent with modifi-
cation – that species of organisms on earth have descended
from common ancestors – has been constant. Resistance
came from religious conservatives, but very little from within
the scientific community. However Darwin’s belief in the
importance of natural selection as a uniquely important
cause of most evolutionary change was a minority view until
well into the twentieth century. Other important beliefs,
such as the nature and meaning of heredity and develop-
ment, have vacillated immensely through time. These
changes have two aspects. One is whether or not Darwin’s
views are deemed to be correct (according to the best avail-
able knowledge). The other is, more subtly, what Darwin’s
beliefs actually were. Scientists and historians changed their
views not only regarding the truth of Darwin’s beliefs, but
also regarding what those beliefs were. To complicate the
story even further, the meaning of certain crucial concepts
changed duringthe century, amongthem theterms ‘heredity’
and ‘Darwinian’.
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This introduction will be followed by Section 2, a chrono-
logical list of ‘milestones’ in the history of biology. Because
the narrative of the paper will not be completely chronologi-
cal (there will be ‘flashbacks’ from time to time), this chro-
nology is intended to assist the reader. Section 3 will sketch
the changes in Darwin’s reputation up until about 1959,
the Centennial of the publication of the Origin of
Species. Changes in his reputation track changes in the
scientific foundation of evolutionary theory in interesting
ways. The growth of the Modern Synthesis is central to this
narrative. The Modern Synthesis developed gradually from
about 1930, and became the mainstream basis of evolution-
ary theory for the rest of the century. Section 4 will attempt
to explain the basis of Darwin’s changing reputation as a
result of a combination of scientific changes and conceptual
changes, changes in the meaning of certain terms. Section
5 will examine the development of the methodology of the
Modern Synthesis, especially including Ernst Mayr’s con-
tributions to historiography regarding Darwin. This
involves certain central dichotomies that were introduced
around 1959, and the uses of these dichotomies in theoreti-
cal debates in the following years. Section 6 will discuss the
persistence during the century of an alternative to the
Modern Synthesis view of evolution, now called evolution-
ary developmental biology or evo devo. The central doctrine
of evo devo is that ontogenetic processes (known from de-
velopmental biology) must be taken into account in order to
understand the facts of evolution. This view was anathema
to the Modern Synthesis up until the end of the century, but
advances in molecular genetics have supported the view
since the 1990s. Section 7 describes how Synthesis authors
responded to the challenge from the predecessors of evo
devo. Section 8 describes the rapid growth of evo devo and
the way in which the methodology of the Synthesis had been
seriously challenged by the emerging field. Section 9 offers a
reconsideration of the role of Darwinian historiography in
the debates of evolutionary theory during the twentieth
century, and one final historical revision.

Chronological milestones
1. Nineteenth century beliefs and concepts regarding

heredity, and Darwin’s own beliefs about these topics.
2. Darwin’s scientific reputation in 1909, as seen in

the Cambridge UK meetings that celebrated the
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Figure 1. Bust of Charles Darwin at the Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin.

Photo taken by the author. Note the similarity to the Ernst Mayr bust below.

1 Albert Charles Seward, Darwin and Modern Science (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge
University Press, 1909); Marsha Richmond, ‘The 1909 Darwin Celebration in Cam-
bridge: Reexamining Evolution in the Light of Mendel, Mutation, and Meiosis’’, ISIS,
2006; 97: 447–484.

2 Peter W. van der Pas, ‘The Correspondence of Hugo De Vries and Charles Darwin’,
Janus, 1970; 57: 173–213.
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Centennial of his birth, coinciding with the 50th
anniversary of the publication of Darwin’s Origin of
Species.

3. The radical changes in factual beliefs about heredity
brought about by Thomas Hunt Morgan and his
colleagues with a 1915 publication (and consequent
change in the meaning of the term ‘heredity’).

4. The development of the Modern Synthesis in evolu-
tionary biology from about 1930 onward; Julian
Huxley’s revision of Darwin’s reputation in 1942.

5. Continued changes in Darwin’s scientific reputation
as of 1959, coinciding with the 150th anniversary of
Darwin’s birth (the 100th Anniversary of the publica-
tion of the Origin).

6. The adaptation-versus-constraints debates from
about 1975 onward, challenging what had become
Modern Synthesis orthodoxy.

7. The methodological arguments that Synthesis advo-
cates used to refute the advocates of developmental
constraint.

8. The radical changes in scientific beliefs that began in
1990 regarding genetic homologies and the relevance
of ontogenetic development to evolutionary change.

9. How current science favors evo devo, and how the
Synthesis historiography must be revised.

10. A possible alternative view of Darwin and his
contemporaries.
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From 1909 to 1942: a fall and rise of Darwin’s reputation
In 1909 Charles Darwin was well loved in the scientific
community. This fact is well documented in the records of
the 1909 Centennial celebration of Darwin’s birth. This
event, which took place in Cambridge UK, was reported to
include scientists and dignitaries from 167 different coun-
tries. Details are provided in a 1909 anthology edited by
A.J. Seward and carefully analyzed by Marsha Richmond.1

Natural selection, as a long-term cause of evolutionary
change, was viewed with skepticism by most thinkers
during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Many other mechanisms, later disparaged, were live alter-
natives. These included use inheritance (also called La-
marckian inheritance), saltationist change (evolution by
jumps), orthogenesis (directed evolution), and versions of
teleological change. A belief in macromutations, a possible
cause of saltationism, was encouraged by the rediscovery of
Gregor Mendel’s experiments around 1900. The papers in
Seward’s anthology illustrated this wide range of alterna-
tive mechanisms. But it also illustrated the great respect
accorded Darwin, even by advocates of theories that seem
very un-Darwinian to modern eyes. To be sure, what our
modern eyes see as ‘Darwinian’ is something we must view
very critically. And we will.

Descent with modification is the central doctrine of
Darwin’s work, and his arguments for that fact appear
to be the basis for his high reputation in 1909. Natural
selection was important to Darwin, but its actual operation
was unknown until it was reconstructed by the Modern
Synthesis. One reason that the 1909 meetings were so
exciting was that experimental discoveries in biology were
coming to light that showed the possibility of new direc-
tions in evolutionary theory and new experimental
grounds for evidence regarding evolution. Richmond refers
to the recent cytological evidence regarding meiosis, as
well as the rediscovery of Mendel’s work and other evi-
dence seen as favorable for mutation. This increased the
excitement attached to evolutionary theorizing, but was
not seen as damaging to Darwin’s reputation. Even Hugo
de Vries, an advocate of mutation, considered Darwin an
important influence and close friend.2 Darwin held beliefs
that were inconsistent with a number of the ongoing
possibilities, but his reputation was undamaged. The dele-
gates to this conference seemed unanimous in considering
themselves ‘Darwinians’. Darwin’s own catalog of beliefs,
some of popular and some of them idiosyncratic, were a
side issue. Besides natural selection, Darwin had advocat-
ed use inheritance (often called Lamarckian inheritance),
continuous blending heredity (as opposed to particulate
heredity), and gradualist evolutionary change. Conflicting
beliefs notwithstanding, enthusiasm for Darwin was undi-
minished. Darwin had convinced the scientific community
that evolution had occurred; we are all Darwinians now (as
would have been said in 1909).



Figure 2. Julian Huxley in a photo from 1922.

Permission at http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hux-Oxon-72.jpg.
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It is widely held today that the Synthesis rescued
Darwin’s reputation. It turns out that this is correct, but
the actual story is complicated. First, Darwin’s reputation
must have somehow been reduced after his 1909 celebra-
tion; how did this occur? Second, how did the Synthesis
renew it? Second issue first: The renewal began not when
the Synthesis began in the 1920s or 1930s. The pioneers of
the Synthesis did not identify Darwin as a forefather.
Consider Theodosius Dobzhansky’s important 1937 book
Genetics and the Origin of Species.3 Even though the title
echoes Darwin’s Origin of Species, Darwin gets little credit.
Dobzhansky mentions Darwin about a half-dozen times,
and calls attention to Darwin’s errors (blending and La-
marckian heredity) or to his views about unknown com-
plexities (the role of geography in speciation) more often
than his successes. Even natural selection is slighted;
Dobzhansky says that the concept had been ‘adumbrated’
by writers in antiquity.4 The improvement to Darwin’s
reputation did not happen until the 1942 book by Julian
Huxley that provided the title of the newmovement: Evo-
lution: The Modern Synthesis.5

Besides providing the title of the Modern Synthesis,
Julian Huxley’s 1942 book made another important rhe-
torical contribution. It appears as a section heading early
in the book: ‘The Eclipse of Darwinism’. This section im-
plied that the Modern Synthesis should be seen as the
emergence (or ‘rebirth’ in Huxley’s mixed metaphor) of
Darwinism from its eclipse. In other words, the Synthesis
was Darwinian, whereas earlier evolutionary views were
not. Huxley knew that the Synthesis incorporated both
modern Mendelism and population genetics. These theo-
ries were committed to a particulate view of heredity, and
strictly prohibited use-inheritance. Huxley also knew that
Charles Darwin had disagreed with both points, insisting
on strictly continuous variation in heredity (rejecting par-
ticulate heredity), and claiming that use-inheritance was
one of the ways that adaptation was achieved. Also recall
that the term ‘Darwinian’ meant something very different
prior to 1942. In 1909, a Darwinian was simply a person
who believed in descent with modification, whatever the
mechanism that brought this about. Huxley’s claim that
the Modern Synthesis brought Darwinism out of eclipse
implied that the many people who called themselves Dar-
winians during the1909 Centennial were either mistaken,
or were using a different meaning of the term ‘Darwinian’.
Huxley implicitly acknowledged that one could be a Dar-
winian even while denying the truth of certain of Darwin’s
beliefs (continuous/blending inheritance and Lamarck-
ism). The Modern Synthesis, by 1942, accepted only those
evolutionary mechanisms that fit within the formulae of
population genetics. These were natural selection, drift,
mutation and migration. Huxley seemed to think that
selection was the most ‘Darwinian’ of these, but the impor-
tance of selection as compared to the other three was a
somewhat open question in 1942.
3 Theodosius Dobzhansky, Genetics and the Origin of Species (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1937).

4 Ibid., p. 150.
5 Julian Huxley, Evolution: The Modern Synthesis (New York: Harper and Brother

Publishers, 1942).
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If Darwin’s reputation was high in 1909, how could it
have been eclipsed prior to 1942? Huxley helps with this
problem. Richmond had described how evolution was new-
ly exciting in 1909 because of recent cytological and other
experimental discoveries. This work, together with work in
mathematical population genetics, expanded rapidly after
1909. As the experimental and mathematical work ex-
panded, its early practitioners did not notice any special
relation to Darwin other than descent with modification. ‘It
was in this period, immediately prior to the war, that the
legend of the death of Darwinism [which originated among
clergy] acquired currency.’ World War I began five years
after the 1909 celebration, in 1914. ‘Zoologists who clung to
Darwinian views were looked down on by the devotees of
the new disciplines, whether cytology or genetics, [experi-
mental embryology] or comparative physiology, as old
fashioned theorizers. [However . . .] Biology in the last
twenty years . . . has become a more unified science. It
has embarked upon a period of synthesis . . . As a chief
result there has been a rebirth of Darwinism.’6 So the
period from 1922 through 1942 was the growth of the
Synthesis, which led to the ‘rebirth’ of Darwinism.

Huxley admits that some of his colleagues opposed his
use of the term Darwinian to label the Synthesis. Modern
theories of heredity operated very differently from heredity
as Darwin understood it. Blending heredity, along with the
gradualist change that it allowed, clashed with population
genetics. Nevertheless, Huxley defends the label, admit-
ting that it involves a large change in the meaning of a
central concept, that of ‘Darwinian’. After all, he says, the
term ‘atom’ originally referred to an unbreakable particle.
But physicists had recently claimed that they had split the
6 Ibid., pp. 24–26.
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Figure 3. Dust cover of Evolution: The Modern Synthesis, Julian Huxley 1942.
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atom. If changing the meaning of ‘atom’ was justified, so is
the new meaning of Darwinian. So Rutherford’s 1917 split-
ting of the atom (requiring a new concept of ‘atom’) illus-
trated the justification of a changed meaning of ‘Darwinian’
from believer in descent with modification to, perhaps,
believer in descent with modification together with natural
selection (and perhaps the other three population genetics
causes not recognized by Darwin).

Scientific underpinnings of the eclipse
Heredity had been a major problem for evolution theory
during the nineteenth century, in a way that is difficult for
modern thinkers to comprehend. Here is a fact that helps
us to recognize the enormity of the problem: Prior to 1915,
there was no theory of heredity according to which natural
selection could be shown to operate as a long-term source of
evolutionary change. The problem was not just that a
selection-friendly theory of heredity could not be proven
true. Worse: No one knew what kind of heredity theory
might make natural selection operate! After 1915, T.H.
Morgan’s innovative revision of Mendelian genetics, com-
bined with the soon-to-be-developed field of population
genetics, showed how natural selection could operate as
the cause of long term evolutionary change. This remark-
able historical fact was unearthed by philosopher Jean
Gayon.7 Natural selection, embedded within the equations
of population genetics, smoothly spun out results that
corresponded with observations that were made in the
natural world by people who studied animals and plants
in the wild. These people included the great ornithologist
Ernst Mayr, who will soon enter our story.

The work of T.H. Morgan is crucial to the change in
understanding of heredity, which was marked by the
1915 publication of The Mechanism of Mendelian Heredi-
ty.8 Historian Garland Allen has eloquently shown that
Morgan did much more than simply resurrect Mendel’s
pea-plant inheritance equations. He created a remarkable
new view of heredity unlike anything known in the 19th
century, and unlike his own earlier views on heredity.9

Virtually all 19th century biological thinkers, certainly
including Darwin and probably including Mendel himself,
believed that embryological development was itself an
aspect of heredity.10 If you could not explain development,
you could not explain heredity. After all, development was
how heredity was carried into successive generations.

Morgan’s remarkable innovation was to separate embry-
ological development from what he called ‘transmission
genetics’, the field that we now simply term
heredity. Nobody prior to 1915 could mean this by heredity.
Heredity meant the patterns of co-occurrence of traits to-
gether with the mechanisms that carried this co-occurrence
7 Jean Gayon, Darwinism’s Stuggle for Survival (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1998).

8 Thomas Hunt Morgan, A.H. Sturtevant, H.J. Muller, and C.B Bridges, The
Mechanism of Mendelian Heredity (New York: Henry Holt, 1915).

9 Garland E. Allen, Thomas Hunt Morgan: The Man and His Science (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1978).
10 Iris Sandler, and Laurence Sandler, ‘A Conceptual Ambiguity That Contributed to

the Neglect of Mendel’s Paper’, History and Philosophy of the Life Sciences, 1985; 7: 3–
70; Stephen G. Brush, ‘How Theories Become Knowledge: Morgan’s Chromosome
Theory of Heredity in America and Britain’, Journal of the History of Biology, 2002; 35:
471–535; Rasmus G. Winther, ‘Darwin on Variation and Heredity’, Journal of the
History of Biology, 2000; 33: 425–455.
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forward during embryological development into the next
generation. Morgan changed all that. It is important to
recognize that Morgan did not prove that heredity could be
understood without understanding development. He
merely redefined heredity so that development wasn’t a
part of it. Morgan acknowledged that there was another
aspect of genetics besides transmission genetics, which he
called physiological or developmental genetics. That was
the study of how genes performed their actions during
development: how the gene for pink eyes (in fruit flies)
causally controlled the pigment in the eyes. He and his
colleagues struggled with research in this field, but they
had little success. The kind of developmental genetics that
would be relevant to evolution didn’t happen until late in
the 20th century. But the study of heredity, also called
genetics (but meaning only transmission genetics) flour-
ished during the century and proved its usefulness in
agriculture, medicine, and many other fields. The study
of embryology lost its currency, especially in its relevance
to evolution.

Just as ‘Darwinian’ changed its meaning under Huxley’s
influence, so did heredity change its meaning under Mor-
gan’s. The nineteenth century meaning simply faded from
public consciousness. Only much later in the century would
historians come to re-recognize the nineteenth century
meaning of heredity. One such historian, M.J.S. Hodge,
has detailed Darwin’s commitment to this nineteenth cen-
tury construct. He reports Darwin’s lifelong allegiance, not
only to descent with modification, but to evolution’s rela-
tion to what was called ‘generation’. Generation meant the
intersecting fields of development, reproduction, and he-
redity.11 This feature was not recognized by Julian Huxley
11 M.J.S. Hodge, ‘Darwin as a Lifelong Generation Theorist’, in David Kohn (ed.),
The Darwinian Heritage (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), 207–243;
M.J.S. Hodge, ‘Generation and the Origin of Species (1837–1937)’, British Journal
of the History of Science, 1989; 22: 267–281.



Figure 4. Bust of Ernst Mayr at the Museum für Naturkunde in Berlin. Mayr

received his doctorate from the University of Berlin in 1926 and immediately took a

position in ornithology at this museum. The Museum displays only three busts:

Darwin, Mayr, and Linnaeus. Photography by Avda; Licensed under Creative

Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Mayr#

mediaviewer/File:Ernst_Mayr_-_B%C3%BCste_-_Museum_f%C3%BCr_Naturkunde_-_

Berlin.jpg.
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and not included in the later construction of Darwin’s
reputation.

1942 to 1959: Ernst Mayr’s contribution to the rise
The Modern Synthesis continued to gain strength after
1942. Ernst Mayr was a major figure in the growth of the
Synthesis, and his influence would become especially im-
portant around the 1959 Centennial celebrations in Chi-
cago. Mayr was a remarkable man, even aside from his role
as an architect of the Synthesis. He was born in Germany
in 1904 and received his doctorate from the University of
Berlin in 1925. Mayr moved to the U.S. in 1931 and to
Harvard in 1961. He died at the age of 100 having written
papers, books, and conference presentations well into his
90s. He and I had several conversations during the 1980s
and 1990s. Even though he knew that my interpretation of
the Synthesis differed from his, he was always helpful,
congenial, and supportive.12

The Wikipedia entry for Ernst Mayr somewhat extrav-
agantly states that Mayr’s first book, Systematics and the
Origin of Species, ‘. . . completed the evolutionary synthe-
sis started by Darwin’.13 Mayr’s fieldwork in ornithology
contributed to the empirical confirmation of the popula-
tion genetic models that favored natural selection, and he
produced a major revision in systematics (taxonomic
studies of natural organisms) that brought that field into
line with the rest of the Synthesis. Systematics had
traditionally focused on macroevolutionary topics, the
relations among ‘higher taxa’, larger groupings of organ-
isms such as families, orders, and classes. Mayr revised
the focus of systematics so that it concentrated on micro-
evolution, the study of relations within species. These
included relations between populations (e.g. subspecies),
and questions about how speciation occurs within a single
population. Here is a macroevolutionary question: How
did fish evolve into tetrapods? Synthesis advocates con-
sidered such questions virtually impossible to study sci-
entifically; imaginative adaptive scenarios are about all
that can be done to understand them. Here is a question
of microevolution: How does one species split, and divide
into two species? This question can be answered by
studying such factors as geographical isolation of subspe-
cies from one another, the differing selective forces on
each subspecies, and the eventual evolution of mutual
infertility between the two groups. Unlike the macroevo-
lutionary question of the origin of tetrapods, these ques-
tionsfit within the Synthesis.

In Mayr’s early years he had cared nothing at all for
history or philosophy. His early philosophical education
was mostly Platonic, and he hated it. But around the time
12 I spent the 1985–86 academic year at the Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Harvard, attached to Stephen Jay Gould’s lab which was downstairs from Mayr’s
office. Mayr was the former Director of the Museum and Emeritus Professor at the
time. He lived in a house on Chauncey Street nearby, which I walked past daily on my
way to the Museum. One personal recollection is revealing about Mayr. As a Mid-
westerner, I was not surprised by the snowfall in Cambridge. But I was surprised by
the fact that I almost never saw anyone shovel their own sidewalk on the morning
after a snowfall; people seemed willing just to let the snow accumulate until it melted
away. The single morning shoveler was Ernst Mayr, who shoveled his walk every
morning after a snowfall. He was 81 at the time.
13 Wikipedia. ‘Ernst Mayr’. In http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Mayr (accessed

February 14, 2014); Ernst Mayr, Systematics and the Origin of Species (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1942).
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of the 1959 Centennial, Mayr began to examine both the
history of his discipline and its philosophical presupposi-
tions. This work eventually attracted philosophers and
historians, many of whom arranged to study with him.
The twin fields of history and philosophy of biology bur-
geoned during the remainder of the century (as much as
humanities sub-disciplines ever do), and Mayr became
respected (although perhaps a respected amateur) in both
fields. Philosophy of biology especially was dominated by
topics taken from the Synthesis, and mostly organized
around concepts introduced by Mayr. This influence
showed itself both in theoretical biology and in the history
and philosophy of the field. Important advances occurred
around the time of the 1959 Centennial.

The 150th anniversary of Darwin’s birth and the simul-
taneous Centennial of the publication of the Origin were
the occasion of a celebration in Chicago to equal the
1909 celebration in Cambridge UK. This was 17 years after
Julian Huxley had named the Modern Synthesis. Mayr
published a series of papers around the time of the
1959 Centennial that reset the philosophical tone of the
Synthesis. These papers came so thick and fast that

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Mayr#mediaviewer/File:Ernst_Mayr_-_B%C3%BCste_-_Museum_f%C3%BCr_Naturkunde_-_Berlin.jpg
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Figure 5. Ernst Mayr in 1994, after receiving an honorary degree from the

University of Konstanz.
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14 Carl Chung, ‘On the Origin of the Typological/Population Distinction in Ernst
Mayr’s Changing Views of Species, 1942–1959’, Studies in the History and Philosophy
of Biological and Biomedical Sciences, 2003; 34C: 277–296.
15 Ernst Mayr, ‘Cause and Effect in Biology’, Science, 1961; 134: 1501–1506.
16 Ernst Mayr, ‘Darwin and the Evolutionary Theory in Biology,’ in B.J. Meggers

(ed.), Evolution and Anthropology: A Centennial Appraisal (Washington, DC: Anthro-
pological Society of Washington, 1959), 1–10; Ernst Mayr, ‘Where Are We?’, in Ernst
Mayr, Evolution and the Diversity of Life: Selected Essays (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1959), 307–28; David L. Hull, ‘The Effect of Essentialism on
Taxonomy: 2000 Years of Stasis’, British Journal for the Philosophy of Science,
1965; 15, 16: 314–326, 1–18; Arthur J. Cain, ‘Logic and Memory in Linnaeus’s System
of Taxonomy’, Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London, 1958; 169: 144–163.
17 Vassiliki Betty Smocovitis, ‘The 1959 Darwin Centennial Celebration in America’,

Osiris, 1999; 14: 274–323.
18 Stephen Jay Gould, ‘The Hardening of the Modern Synthesis’, in Marjorie Grene

(ed.), Dimensions of Darwinism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 71–
93.
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philosopher Carl Chung describes them as a ‘flurry’.14 The
notion of the flurry is not so much a description of the
frequency of his publications (which was always thick and
fast), as the historical and philosophical importance of the
papers that occurred in those years. Many of the crucial
points of these papers can be summarized as dichotomies,
conceptual distinctions that must be regarded as dividing
up the conceptual world of biology. Some of these dichoto-
mies were borrowed from earlier writings, but all of them
were modified in order to express central notions within
the Synthesis. The first two dichotomies, germ line versus
soma and genotype versus phenotype, are related although
they are less similar than they appear. These two were
modified considerably from their historical meaning in
order to fit the Synthesis theoretical needs.
1. Germ line versus soma. This distinction was invented

by August Weismann in the 1880s to describe two kinds
of cell within a developing body among animals. The
germ line contains the germ, the heritable material that
will be passed to a future generation. The soma is the
set of cells that make up the body of the organism in this
generation. The germ line is thought to be kept
separate (‘sequestered’) in the organism to be used
only in reproduction. The soma grows, develops, and
interacts with the environment. The separation of the
germ line is thought to guarantee that Lamarckian
heredity cannot occur.

2. Genotype versus phenotype. This distinction was
invented in 1909 by Wilhelm Johannsen, an experi-
mental geneticist, but its original meaning was very
different from the modern one (and too complex to
discuss here). The modern meaning has the genotype as
the heritable component of an individual, and the
phenotype as the (observable) body that was produced
by the interaction of the heritable component with its
environment. The point to be remembered is that #2
describes a logical distinction between a developed
body and its heritable basis; #1 describes two sets of
cells that make up that body. Not all organisms
separate their germ lines from their somas (e.g.
organisms that can reproduce by budding) so #1 does
www.sciencedirect.com
not apply to them. But #2 is still applicable to such
organisms.

3. Proximate versus ultimate causation. Mayr borrowed
this distinction from jurisprudence and applied it to
evolution, using the example of bird migration. The
proximate cause of a bird’s migration might be the
reduced daylight in the bird’s environment. The
ultimate cause involves the evolutionary history of
the bird’s ancestors, including selection that favored
birds which had the heritable tendency to migrate in
response to shortening day lengths.15

4. Population thinking versus typological (or essentialist)
thinking. This may be Mayr’s most important distinc-
tion. During the 1940s he came to recognize population
thinking as crucial for understanding natural selection.
Mayr blamed the opposition to population thinking on
his old nemesis Plato, whose metaphysical Types he
viewed as responsible for mistakenly rigid conceptual
categories, and therefore also for pre-Darwinian beliefs
in species fixism. A similar assessment of blame for
species fixism was offered by the systematist A.J. Cain
and endorsed by the young philosopher David Hull.
Cain and Hull actually blamed Aristotle’s essentialism
rather than Plato’s typology for the anti-populational
rigidity of thought, but compromises were easy to
reach. Other philosophers and biologists soon agreed,
and widespread antagonism towards essentialism and
typology can still be seen in scientific and popularli-
terature.16

Historians have observed that Darwin became recog-
nized as the ‘founding father’ of the Modern Synthesis only
during the 1959 Centennial.17 Something happened be-
tween 1942 and 1959 to elevate Darwin’s reputation from
merely the ‘Darwinian’ labeling of the Synthesis by Huxley
to Darwin’s founding fatherhood. One influence may have
been the downgrading of evidence for the non-selective
population genetic mechanisms for evolution (migration,
mutation, drift). Such mechanisms were still on the table
in 1942, but by 1959 the adaptationism of the Synthesis
had ‘hardened’ in Stephen Jay Gould’s term.18 Only natu-
ral selection retained important evolutionary force, and
Darwin was the author of natural selection. Huxley’s
redefinition of ‘Darwinian’ surely encouraged the collective
memory lapse regarding Darwin’s belief in use-inheritance
and continuous heredity. Ernst Mayr’s writing provided a
special boost. Mayr had been working on the population

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Mayr
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Mayr
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thinking versus typology dichotomy since at least 1955,
when he had identified a 1905 paper by entomologist Karl
Jordan as the earliest example of population thinking.19 In
1959, for the first time, Mayr announced that Charles
Darwin had been the originator of population thinking.20

This paper appeared in one of the three volumes of Evo-
lution After Darwin: The University of Chicago Centennial,
the 1959 analog of Seward 1909. As if to reinforce the
historical importance of this insight, Mayr published in the
same year a book review in which he audaciously criticized
the author of a Darwin biography for having failed to credit
Darwin with population thinking!21 Population thinking
and its contrast with typological thinking soon became a
central methodological issue in the Synthesis. Evolution-
ists who were disfavored by Synthesis authors, such as
Richard Goldschmidt, were accused of typological think-
ing, failing to think in terms of populations. Crediting
Darwin with this crucial methodological tool strengthened
any claim Darwin (or his modern champions) might have to
founding fatherhood of the Synthesis.22

It will be noticed that I have treated the Modern Syn-
thesis as a quite unanimous and unified movement. It has
recently been argued that the ‘architects’ of the Synthesis
had divergent views on many important issues. The cur-
rent narrative mainly addresses the work of Ernst Mayr,
who restricted his thought to the biology of earthly organ-
isms and minimally to social topics. The primary exception
to this is Mayr’s use of his population thinking-typology
dichotomy to condemn racists: they were said to be typol-
ogists, which explained their faulty thought processes.
This was a part of his ‘flurry’ of 1959.23 Nevertheless, it
is certainly true that the architects were a diverse group of
thinkers on topics beyond evolution by natural selection
among organisms.24

The rebellion
Let us return to the earlier advocates of what became evo
devo, those who believed in the evolutionary importance of
developmental thinking. One group of such thinkers had
been dissatisfied with Morgan’s revision of genetics even
19 Chung. op. cit., p. 288.
20 Mayr, ‘Darwin and the Evolutionary Theory in Biology’.
21 Mayr, ‘Concerning a New Biography of Charles Darwin, and Its Scientific Short-

comings: Review of Gertrude Himmelfarb, Darwin and the Darwinian Revolution’,
Scientific American, 1959; 201: 209–216; Gertrude Himmelfarb, Darwin and the
Darwinian Revolution (New York: W.W. Norton, 1959).
22 The proximate cause of Mayr’s crediting Darwin with population thinking was the

desire to credit a naturalist rather than a geneticist with that honor. At the time of
Mayr’s 1959 paper, mathematical population geneticists had been credited for having
invented population thinking. Crediting Darwin, as a naturalist, kept the responsi-
bility where Mayr felt it belonged. The effect on Darwin’s reputation and the later
Synthesis attacks on developmental constraints advocates were not Mayr’s original
purpose in pronouncing Darwin to have invented population thinking.
23 Mayr, ‘Darwin and the Evolutionary Theory in Biology’. Before crediting Mayr

overmuch for his antiracism, see also Theodosius Dobzhansky, ‘The Race Concept in
Biology’, Scientific Monthly, 1941; 52: 161–165; Lisa Gannett, ‘The Biological Reifica-
tion of Race’, British Journal for the Philosophy of Science, 2004; 55: 323–345.
24 Maurizio Esposito, ‘Utopianism in the British Evolutionary Synthesis’, Studies in

History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences, 2011; 42: 40–49; Joe
Cain, ‘Rethinking the Synthesis Period in Evolutionary Studies’, Journal of the
History of Biology, 2009; 42: 621–648; Richard G. Delisle, ‘What Was Really Synthe-
sized During the Evolutionary Synthesis? A Historiographic Proposal’, Studies in
History and Philosophy of Biological and Biomedical Sciences, 2011; 42: 50–59. For the
restriction of Mayr’s theorizing to natural organisms see Richard G. Delisle, ‘The
Uncertain Foundation of Neo-Darwinism: Metaphysical and Epistemological Plural-
ism in the Evolutionary Synthesis’, Studies in History and Philosophy of Biological
and Biomedical Sciences, 2009; 40: 119–132.
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prior to its incorporation into the Modern Synthesis. This
line of reasoning would persist, in minority status, through
the century. The earliest were evolutionarily-inclined
embryologists who held to the traditional 19th century
view that heredity and development were conceptually
linked. Morgan’s declaration that development was irrele-
vant to heredity was simply rejected. An example can be
seen in a paper by embryologist Frank Lillie. He said that
new evolutionary thinkers (soon to include Synthesis thin-
kers) ‘have no place among their categories for the ontoge-
netic process and a fortiori for the phylogenetic’.25 In other
words if they have no account of ontogeny, they can cer-
tainly have no account of phylogeny; evolution cannot be
explained without development. Morgan had actually
made no claims about evolution in the 1915 book, but
evolution was implicit in such discussions. Lillie would
have none of it.

Morgan’s 1915 book had adopted a kind of positivistic,
anti-realistic methodology that allowed him to say that
genes are the causes of traits in an organism even though
he could not explain how the cause (the gene) mechanically
brings about the effect (the pink eye color, in Morgan’s first
example). The anti-realist methodology asserted that me-
chanical connection is extraneous to a claim of causation.
For this reason, Lillie’s criticism did not bother Morgan.
Positivistic anti-realism was increasingly popular during
the early decades of the 20th century. Behaviorism in
psychology dates to 1913, based on a similar methodologi-
cal rejection of the need for ‘mental’ events to provide
causal links between stimuli and responses.26 The Copen-
hagen Interpretation of quantum mechanics was dominant
after the early 1920s using a similar methodology, and the
Vienna Circle of positivist, anti-realist philosophers domi-
nated philosophy of science. The widespread acceptance of
this epistemology fit nicely with recent cytological discov-
eries that seemed coordinated with Mendelian ratios of
traits between generations. The traditional view defending
by Lillie, assuming a conceptual link between heredity and
development, was vulnerable to the new anti-realistic
epistemology.

A later opponent of the positivistic Mendelian basis of
the Modern Synthesis was C. L. Waddington, also an
embryologist. Waddington insisted on the importance of
embryological processes to evolution. Like Lillie, he argued
that the distinction between genotype and phenotype left
no room for concepts relating to ontogenetic development.
He proposed the term epigenotype to refer to the processes
of ontogeny.27 On his view, the epigenotype described the
ontogenetic processes by which a given genotype results in
a phenotype. His argument had little direct effect on
Synthesis advocates but its importance continues today
as we shall see.

The minority resistance to the absence of ontogenetic
development in the Synthesis persisted. Later skeptics
included paleontologists and morphologists who believed
25 Frank R. Lillie, ‘The Gene and the Ontogenetic Process’, Science, 1927; 66: 361–
368. See p. 368.
26 John B. Watson, ‘Psychology as the Behaviorist Views It’, Psychological Review,

1913; 20: 158–177.
27 Conrad H. Waddington, ‘Epigenetics and Evolution’, in Symposia of the Society for

Experimental Biology Vii: Evolution (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1953),
186–199.
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in the importance of morphological types as representa-
tions of the forms of organisms within taxonomic branches
(especially the higher, macroevolutionary branches) of the
Tree of Life. Biological form (morphology), and its appear-
ance in individual organisms during embryological devel-
opment, had been a central concern for embryology. But it
disappeared from genetics and population genetics follow-
ing Morgan’s positivistic move. None of the four causes of
evolution within the formulae of population genetics refer
to developmental phenomena. If population genetics pro-
vides the only model for evolutionary change, ontogeny is
irrelevant to evolution.

This rebellion was low key through the time of the
1959 Centennial celebration. (Neither Waddington nor
any other embryologist had been invited to that celebra-
tion.) The resistance came into the open, ironically, with
the publication of an important anthology in 1980 entitled
The Evolutionary Synthesis, edited by Ernst Mayr and
William Provine.28 The anthology was based on two con-
ferences on the history of the Modern Synthesis that took
place during 1974 which were organized by Mayr. It in-
cluded a paper by embryologist Victor Hamburger, who
like Mayr had lived through the events. Hamburger de-
scribed the absence of developmental biology (the new
name for embryology) from the Modern Synthesis as the
‘blackboxing of development’.29 Hamburger acknowledged
that blackboxing was something that sometimes had to be
done in science, and was only mildly critical of the Synthe-
sis architects for having done it. He simply suggested that
it was time for the box to be opened, and ontogeny to be
recognized as relevant to evolution.

Stephen Jay Gould, a paleontologist, and Richard
Lewontin, a population geneticist with an iconoclastic
streak, coauthored a paper in 1979 criticizing the adapta-
tionism of the Synthesis and favoring developmental con-
straints.30 This paper, together with Hamburger’s chapter,
marked the opening of a long debate. It came to be termed
adaptationism (favored by Synthesis advocates) versus
developmental constraints (favored by Hamburger, Gould
and Lewontin, and their allies). During the 1980s and
1990s the debates were a significant feature in the liter-
ature of theoretical biology and philosophy of biology.

Response to the rebellion
The four dichotomies sketched above had been articulated
around 1959, but for reasons other than the constraints
debates. As the adaptation versus constraints debates heat-
ed up, the dichotomies were repurposed as refutations of
arguments for developmental constraints. I have documen-
ted the fact that prominent Synthesis advocates used each of
the four dichotomies between 1980 and 1995 in arguments
against the advocates of developmental constraints.31 The
28 Ernst Mayr and William Provine (eds.), The Evolutionary Synthesis (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1980).
29 Viktor Hamburger, ‘Embryology and the Modern Synthesis in Evolutionary

Theory’, in Ernst Mayr and William Provine (eds.), The Evolutionary Synthesis
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1980), 97–112.
30 Stephen Jay Gould and Richard C. Lewontin, ‘The Spandrels of San Marco and the

Panglossian Paradigm: A Critique of the Adaptationist Programme’, Proceedings of
the Royal Society of London, 1979; B205: 581–598.
31 Ron Amundson, The Changing Role of the Embryo in Evolutionary Thought: Roots

of Evo-Devo (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005).
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conclusion of each argument was this: The understanding of
individual development is irrelevant to the understanding
of evolution. As preparation for these arguments, the reader
might keep in mind that the processes of ontogenetic devel-
opment can be seen as a sort of intermediate between
physiology, on the one hand, and evolutionary change on
the other. The dichotomies were used to reject the devel-
opmentalists’ arguments for this third kind of process. Here
are the arguments:
1. Germ line versus soma. John Maynard Smith elegantly

deployed this argument. ‘One consequence of Weis-
mann’s concept of the separation of the germ line and
soma was to make it possible to understand genetics,
and hence evolution, without understanding develop-
ment.’32 Simple and forceful. Constraints advocates are
often taken aback by how strong these dichotomies can
seem, although they are seldom convinced.

2. Genotype versus phenotype. This distinction seems
harmless, but its effectiveness as a theoretical weapon
was dramatic. Developmental mechanisms that are
said to be shared among taxonomic groups fit neither in
the genotype nor the phenotype category, and so are
illegitimate (it was argued). Waddington’s 1953 intro-
duction of the epigenotype had originally been treated
in a friendly manner by Mayr. But in 1984, in the thick
of the adaptation versus constraint debates, he
dismissed its significance. The epigenotype had no
special relation to development because the epigen-
otype was merely the ‘translated product’ of the
genotype, Mayr said.33 This was the direct opposite
of Waddington’s intention.

3. Proximate versus Ultimate Causation. Mayr illustrat-
ed how confused the advocates of constraints were by
pointing out that developmental mechanisms them-
selves involve proximate causation, whereas evolution
must be caused by ultimate mechanisms. He said in
1994 that he had recently read a number of books on
developmental constraints, and that each of them had
failed to understand this simple fact.34

4. Population thinking versus typological (or essentialist)
thinking. Hamburger’s 1980 allegation that develop-
ment had been black-boxed during the Synthesis was
directly criticized as violating two of the dichotomies.
Bruce Wallace, a population geneticist, entitled a paper
‘Can embryologists contribute to an understanding of
evolutionary mechanisms?’ The answer was no, and he
offered two arguments. Like Maynard Smith, he cited
Weismann’s germ line-soma distinction, saying that
because it is impossible for an organism to ‘alter the
developmental program carried by its originating germ
cells’ embryology is irrelevant to evolution.35 The
accusation of typological thinking appeared in a
separate argument. Hamburger had discussed an
32 John Maynard Smith, Evolution and the Theory of Games (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1982). See p. 6.
33 Ernst Mayr, ‘The Triumph of the Evolutionary Synthesis’, Times Literary Sup-

plement, 1984: 1261–1262. See p. 1262.
34 Ernst Mayr, ‘Reply to John Beatty’, Biology and Philosophy, 1994; 9: 357–358.
35 Bruce Wallace, ‘Can Embryologists Contribute to an Understanding of Evolution-

ary Mechanisms?’, in William Bechtel (ed.), Integrating Scientific Disciplines (Dor-
drecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1986), 149–163. See p. 160.
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evolutionary process that Waddington had labeled
genetic assimilation. Hamburger’s discussion (like
Waddington’s) did not address changes in populations
but only the traits of individuals in those populations.
Wallace said that Hamburger’s failure to discuss
populational variation meant that he had ignored the
‘very heart of neo-Darwinism’ and engaged in typologi-
cal thinking.36

Evolutionary biology today: evo devo
Let us bring our discussion up to date. In the first week of
the twenty-first century, the Society for Integrative and
Comparative Biology (SICB) met in Atlanta, Georgia, and
instituted a new Division. It was termed the Division of
Evolutionary Developmental Biology, encompassing evo
devo. Since that time several new professional organiza-
tions have been dedicated to evo devo, as well as a number
of professional journals. Evo devo is the intellectual de-
scendant of the constraints side of the adaptation-versus-
constraints debates. It is the field that Synthesis advocates
were arguing was incoherent in the 1980s and 1990s, due
to its confused typological thinking. In my view, the dis-
coveries that began flowing from (molecular) developmen-
tal genetics during the 1990s changed the nature of
evolutionary thought just as much as Morgan’s discovery
(invention?) of transmission genetics and the development
of population genetics had done in the early 20th century.
Here are some details of the change.

To this point our discussion of the difference between
Modern Synthesis advocates and advocates of developmen-
tal constraints has been focused on arguments that took
place before the developmental discoveries of the 1990s, or
at least before their significance was recognized. The 1990s
saw the flowering of molecular genetics, which in turn
produced the flowering of evo devo. Evo devo carries on
the long tradition according to which evolution can only be
understood by means of an understanding of embryological
processes. This view began in the nineteenth century, and
can be seen in the arguments of Lillie, Waddington, Ham-
burger, Gould & Lewontin and others during the 20th
century. The 1990s saw developmental genetics grow into
a field that is focused on ontogeny, but is now acknowl-
edged by the scientific community to be essential for the
understanding of evolution. In other words, the Modern
Synthesis argument that ontogenetic development is irrel-
evant to the understanding of evolution was soundly
defeated by the growth of evo devo. The best description
of this event is one made by the philosopher Jerry Fodor, in
which he was describing how the anti-realist positivism of
psychological behaviorism was being refuted by the growth
of cognitive psychology in the 1960s. ‘The history of science
reveals that when a successful theory comes into conflict
with a methodological scruple, it is generally the scruple
that gives way.’37

These arguments could not have been resolved in the
1980s, or even the early 1990s. Arguments for and against
adaptationism were insoluble in those days because of the
36 Ibid., p. 150.
37 Jerry Fodor, ‘The Mind-Body Problem’, Scientific American, 1981; 244/1: 114–123.

See p. 123.
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dearth of information about development. It was difficult to
find a test case pitting non-adaptationist (e.g. constraint-
style) explanations of evolutionary change against adapta-
tionist explanations. Synthesis advocates believed that the
only legitimate causal explanations in evolution involved
natural selection within populations. Constraints advocates
believed that some causal explanations involved develop-
mental, ontogenetic causes within processes that were
shared not only between species, but also among higher
taxonomic categories. These processes were therefore mac-
roevolutionary in nature. Synthesis advocates had always
believed that macroevolution was an epiphenomenon. The
causal action of evolution was believed to happen only
within populations. Macroevolution was said to be a mere
‘extrapolation’ of the results of selection within populations.

It is important in evo devo to study the origin of evolu-
tionary novelties (such as the tetrapod limb, or the feather)
that mark distinctions between higher taxonomic catego-
ries. Synthesis advocates considered these to be confused
and hopeless goals, because they are based on typological
conceptions of higher taxa. In the Synthesis, the only
legitimate explanation of an evolutionary novelty involves
the selective forces that cause a change within a single
population. Constraints advocates attempted to explain
novelties in terms of changes in developmental processes
that are shared among taxonomic groups. They did not
restrict their causal explanations to operate only within
breeding populations. Predecessors of evo devo approaches
had talked openly about bauplans and types of morpholog-
ical structures. Actual bodies and body parts (e.g. limbs)
were seen as embodiments of the abstractly described
types. Such claims about shared developmental processes
were labeled typological thinking by Synthesis advocates.
Today we need only to read the journals (especially evo
devo journals, but also standard science journals like
Science and Nature) to see extensive cases of reconstructed
changes in developmental processes at high taxonomic
levels. True, these processes are inferred with the use of
molecular genetic information totally unavailable in the
1980s. But we must also recall that the arguments of the
1980s against this kind of reasoning were not empirical,
but purely methodological. That methodology was flawed.
In Fodor’s terms, the scruple has given way.

To better understand Synthesis opposition to constraint
styles of reasoning, consider the opposition that Mayr and
Dobzhansky expressed during the 1960s to the early hopes
of discovering homologous genes, genes that are shared
between species. Because species are reproductively iso-
lated from each other, the expectation of Synthesis advo-
cates was that the species would begin to change by
adaptive divergence as soon as speciation occurred. Each
species would soon be outfitted with distinct genes that
were adapted only to its own genome and environment. So
the search for homologous genes was futile. In this context,
Mayr claimed that ‘If there is only one efficient solution for
a certain functional demand, very different gene complexes
will come up with the same solution, no matter how
different the pathway by which it is achieved.’38 Mayr’s
38 Ernst Mayr, Animal Species and Evolution (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1966). See p. 609; Theodosius Dobzhansky, Evolution, Genetics, and Man (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1955). See pp. 248–249.
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faith in natural selection to design indefinitely many solu-
tions to any given problem was based not on knowledge of
how genes act during development – such knowledge didn’t
exist in 1966. It was based instead on a methodological
distrust of typological thinking. This skepticism about
homologous genes was one of the most dramatic errors
of Synthesis advocates.

It may seem unfair for me to dwell on the opposition to
homologous genes among Synthesis advocates. The discov-
ery of such genes was one of the very first great surprises to
come from molecular biology. A defender of the Synthesis
might say that Synthesis skepticism about homologous
genes was a minor issue, not a central theoretical commit-
ment. I concur. But the more important issue is the nature
of the genes that were discovered to be homologous. The
shared genes do not merely specify trivial, superficial
features of adult organisms. They penetrate the deepest
processes of ontogeny. One of the first such genes is called
Pax6. It was discovered to signal the earliest development
of the eye in both mammals and fruit flies.39 Another is a
set of genes that specify the three body axes within virtu-
ally all animal bodies (head to anus, ventral to dorsal, and
left to right), and that lay out the various segments of body
parts along those axes (cervical, thoracic, and lumbar
vertebrae for example). These are the so-called Hox genes
(for Homeobox genes), now known to be shared among all
animals.40

Reports of new discoveries about deeply shared genes
are a regular feature in today’s scientific reports. They
continue to produce new insights and new puzzles. Genes
have recently been identified in choanoflagellates (single
celled organisms closely related to metazoa, which are
multicellular organisms) that are homologous to the meta-
zoan genes called cadherins.41 It is no great surprise to
discover that single-cell and multiple-cell organisms share
some genes; the physiology of cells themselves probably
requires similar resources. The surprise is that cadherins
function, in metazoa, to bind cells together and pass infor-
mation between adjacent cells. Metazoan life would be
impossible without them. But choanoflagellates, single
celled organisms, have no interest in binding cells together
or passing information between them. Choanoflagellate
life is spent swimming free of every other choanoflagellate!
How can a metazoan gene that binds cells together be
homologous to a gene possessed by every free-swimming
choanoflagellate? Adaptationism (the favored methodology
of the Synthesis) cannot help us here. But evo devo is in its
element. Homologous genes (same genes in different
organisms) have changed the tasks that they perform
during evolutionary time, but they retain their identifiable
sameness. The evo devo view of evolution is post-Synthesis.
Typological thinking is rampant (though perhaps not self-
conscious).

Recall Waddington’s plea to recognize epigenetics as the
causal interaction that takes place between the genome
39 Russell D. Fernald, ‘Casting a Genetic Light on the Evolution of Eyes’, Science,
2006; 313: 1914–1918.
40 Sean B. Carroll, Endless Forms Most Beautiful: The New Science of Evo Devo (New

York: Norton, 2005).
41 Monika Abedin and Nicole King, ‘The Premetazoan Ancestry of Cadherins’,

Science, 2008; 319: 946–948.
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and its environment, to produce the phenotype. The meth-
odological dichotomies of the Synthesis were used to argue
that this third category is irrelevant to evolution. The
recent development of molecular genetics has demonstrat-
ed the importance of epigenetics. A dramatic demonstra-
tion was the failure of the Human Genome Project to fulfill
its promise to identify the causes of human diseases by
simply identifying the sequence of DNA base pairs. To the
contrary, we have learned that we must understand epi-
genetics, the means by which gene expression is controlled,
to understand phenotypic outcomes including disease. The
point is equally applicable to evolution. The importance of
epigenetics today is acknowledged in every science journal.
The important question is no longer ‘What genes exist?’ but
rather ‘What controls the expression of genes in various
cells and tissues?’ This is an epigenetic question. The
epigenotype cannot be reduced, as Mayr claimed in
1984, to a ‘translated product’ of the genotype. The genome
is under the control of epigenetics but not vice versa.

Reconsideration of Darwin’s reputation
The remodeling of Darwin’s reputation during the twenti-
eth century by Huxley and Mayr kept Darwin’s reputation
congruent with changes in the Modern Synthesis. Huxley
removed the relevance of Darwin’s Lamarckism, his con-
tinuous blending heredity, and his conceptual melding of
heredity and development to current evolutionary discus-
sion. Mayr increased Darwin’s apparent sophistication by
crediting him with population thinking, and by implication
with opposition to typological thinking. Consequently, by
1959 Darwin’s reputation had made him a virtual member
of the Modern Synthesis. If Darwin conceived of population
thinking as the Synthesis thinkers we have considered, he
would have rejected the relevance of ontogeny to evolu-
tionary theory just as they did. This is contrary to what any
nineteenth century thinker could actually have believed.
The conceptual connection of heredity with development
was virtually universal among nineteenth century evolu-
tionists.

In an era of evo devo, what can we say about Darwin? We
can certainly reject the final inference, his implied rejec-
tion of the evolutionary relevance of ontogeny. As M.J.S.
Hodge has shown, Darwin regarded generation (heredity
together with development and reproduction) as crucial to
biology and to evolution. Offering a revised version of
Darwin’s reputation, in line with evo devo, is premature.
We don’t yet know what evolutionary biology will look like
after evo devo becomes integrated with mainstream evo-
lutionary theory (the Synthesis shorn of its antagonism
towards evo devo). There is certainly far less antagonism
between the fields in recent years, but important differ-
ences still remain. I argued in 2005 that evo devo still used
concepts that are typological according to Synthesis stan-
dards.42 I believe that the problem persists. However,
population geneticists seem no longer to be bothered by
it and evo devo practitioners lack the iconoclasm that fed
the debates of the late twentieth century. So contrasts
between the fields are minimized. (A sad situation for
philosophers who study such debates.) Just how and when
42 Amundson 2005, op. cit., p. 244 ff.
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a synthesis between these fields will be achieved is a
question for the future. It took about thirty years for the
Modern Synthesis to reach its 1959 unification. Perhaps we
can expect something similar around 2030.

Waddington introduced the term epigenetics to evolu-
tionary discussion in the 1940s and 1950s. The term now
designates a growing set of specific ontogenetic processes
that are involved both in typical development and in
disease causation. DNA methylation and histone modifi-
cation are examples. Development is now seen as a matter
of the epigenetic control over genes, not simply the pres-
ence of protein-coding segments of DNA.43 The discovery of
homologous genes, as well as homologous epigenetic pro-
cesses, continues at a steady rate. The numerous genetic
homologs reveal how important epigenetics is. The ‘same’
genes (and only around 13,000 of them, rather than the
43 This fact was always implicit but seldom discussed. It follows directly from the fact
that virtually all of the cells in the body of a metazoan contain the identical genome,
but the cells are differentiated from one another. This fact, sometimes called the
‘developmental paradox’, was seldom openly discussed except by critics such as Lillie.
Ironically, T.H. Morgan mentioned it briefly in his Nobel Prize lecture. See Amundson
2005, op. cit., p. 179; Jan Sapp, Beyond the Gene: Cytoplasmic Inheritance and the
Struggle for Authority in Genetics (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987).
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120,000 estimated prior to the Human Genome Project!)
underlie an amazingly diverse group of metazoan bodies.
Such a small number of genes can produce such an abun-
dance of bodies by use of complex epigenetic procedures.
This insight, this reconceptualization, took place mostly
during the new century, after the Human Genome Project
revealed the poverty of its own gene-centric understanding
ofdevelopment.44

Early commentators on this paper were concerned by
the fact that I did not conclude with an evo devo reinter-
pretation of Darwin’s reputation. Although I enjoy hagiog-
raphy as much as the next person, it is too early to rewrite
Darwin into a founding father of evo devo. However, I will
make one suggestion, motivated by historical consider-
ations. I propose that we reconsider Morgan’s 1915 sunder-
ing of the conceptual ties between heredity and
development. Other cases of positivist anti-realism from
the early twentieth century have been retracted, for exam-
ple the behaviorist prohibition against mental entities in
psychology. Morgan drew a strict line between heredity
and development so that heredity could be mathematized
without worries about development. That strict line is
worth reconsideration. Various trends in genetics and
development seem to me to be moving in this direction
already, such as the discovery of epigenetic changes that
persist across generations.45

I therefore modestly propose that we once again con-
ceive of development as an aspect of heredity and vice
versa. Stop thinking of heredity as an idealistic ‘blueprint’
of an adult phenotype specifying individual traits, hover-
ing above our physical bodies and stamping its features
onto us – brown eyes! straight hair! crooked eyeteeth!
Think of heredity instead as how we grow, how we develop,
and how we age. It is a process, not a genetic preformation.

Here is one recommendation for my proposal: Charles
Darwin believed it!
44 Nicholas Wade, ‘A Decade Later, Genome Map Yields Few New Cures’. New York
Times June 13, 2010, A1.
45 Virginia Hughes, ‘The Sins of the Fathers’, Nature, 2014; 507: 22–24.
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